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Abstract. Computing optimal transport maps between high-dimensional
and continuous distributions is a challenging problem in optimal transport
(OT). Generative adversarial networks (GANs) are powerful generative
models which have been successfully applied to learn maps across high-
dimensional domains. However, little is known about the nature of the
map learned with a GAN objective. To address this problem, we propose
a generative adversarial model in which the discriminator’s objective is
the 2-Wasserstein metric. We show that during training, our generator
follows the W2-geodesic between the initial and the target distributions.
As a consequence, it reproduces an optimal map at the end of train-
ing. We validate our approach empirically in both low-dimensional and
high-dimensional continuous settings, and show that it outperforms prior
methods on image data.
Keywords: Optimal Transport · Generative Adversarial Networks
1 Introduction
The computation of optimal maps is a fundamental problem in optimal transport
(OT), with various applications to image processing [15], computer graphics [33],
and transfer learning [9]. Informally, an optimal map (or Monge map) transforms
one probability measure into another, while minimizing “cost”. Formally, given
two probability measures µ and ν on the Euclidean space Rm, and a cost function
c : Rm ˆRm Ñ R, an optimal map T : Rm Ñ Rm is any function achieving the
infimum of the Monge problem,
inf
TPA
ż
Rm
cpx, T pxqqdµpxq, (1)
where A is the set of all functions from Rm to Rm such that ν “ T#µ is the
push-forward of µ through T , that is, νpAq “ T#µpAq “ µpT´1pAqq for all
measurable sets A Ď Rm.
‹ Authors contributed equally.
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Computing optimal maps can be quite challenging, especially for high-
dimensional and continuous spaces [28]. Most recent approaches find approximate
optimal maps by solving a regularized relaxation of the Monge problem. Notably,
Cuturi [10] proposes the Sinkhorn algorithm which can only handle discrete and
semi-discrete distributions, and its time-complexity is quadratic with respect
to the input space. Genevay et al. [12] propose a stochastic gradient method
which can be applied to continuous distributions. However, the size of their
model grows linearly with the number of input samples, which does not scale
to high-dimensional input measures. More recently, Seguy et al. [32] learn a
neural-network-based optimal map which can handle probability measures in
high-dimensional spaces more efficiently. However, for high-dimensional image
data, their approach is not competitive with state-of-the-art generative models,
such as generative adversarial networks (GANs) [14].
GANs learn a parametric map (the generator network) between two arbitrary
distributions through an adversarial game with another discriminator network. In
generative modelling applications, the generator maps a low-dimensional latent
space to a high-dimensional target space. Recently, GANs were successfully
applied in learning maps between two domains of arbitrary dimension in an
unsupervised fashion [37, 1]. Motivated by the remarkable success of GANs in
large-scale image domains, we devise a GAN-based method for learning optimal
maps, which can be applied to continuous and high-dimensional spaces.
With existing GAN frameworks, it is challenging to ensure that the generator’s
learned map is truly optimal in the OT sense. Characterizing the generated map
relies critically on the choice of the discriminator’s objective. On the one hand,
objectives based on f -divergence [14, 26] bear no clear connection with OT
theory. On the other hand, objectives based on the 1-Wasserstein distance [4]
are strongly related to the Monge problem (1). Nonetheless, the 1-Wasserstein
metric lacks properties such as the uniqueness of both the optimal map and the
1-Wasserstein geodesics [6], which are important for concluding that the learned
map is optimal.
In this paper, we make the following contributions:
‚ We introduce W2GAN, in which the discriminator computes the 2-Wasserstein
metric.
‚ We study the path of evolution of the generated distribution in W2GAN
during training. Under ideal assumptions (convergence of the discriminator
and an infinite-capacity generator) we show that the generated distribution
evolves along the unique 2-Wasserstein geodesic between the initial distribu-
tion and the target distribution. To the best of our knowledge, characterizing
the evolution of a GAN’s generator is an unsolved problem.
‚ As a result of this analysis, we show that the generator recovers an optimal
map at convergence.
‚ We show that our analysis can be extended to practical cases, where the
ideal assumptions do not hold, by bounding the deviation of the trajectory
of generated distributions from the ideal 2-Wasserstein geodesic.
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‚ We verify the theoretical properties of our model on synthetic low-dimensional
data, and show that W2GAN performs competitively in learning optimal
maps for high-dimensional image data.
2 Related Work
Generative adversarial networks [14] are powerful probabilistic generative models
which have attained state-of-the-art results, especially for high-dimensional image
data. OT has contributed to the empirical success of GANs, mainly by motivating
more robust training objectives. Arjovsky et al. [4] proposed using 1-Wasserstein
distance as an alternative to f -divergences [26]. The objective of the discriminator
in WGAN and its extensions [16, 24] corresponds to a particular instance of a
relaxation of the Monge problem (1). Salimans et al. [29] proposed replacing the
discriminator with the Sinkhorn algorithm, which can compute any Wasserstein
metric. Alternatively, Sanjabi et al. [30] used the optimal transport map as a
new way to train a GAN discriminator. Similarly, Genevay et al. [13] train a
GAN model using a Wasserstein loss whose cost is optimized in an adversarial
way. In this work, we propose a contribution in the other direction: we propose a
GAN-based model to solve a fundamental problem in OT, namely computing
optimal transport maps between distributions.
There has been considerable recent interest in using GANs for unsupervised
learning of maps across domains [37, 1]. Most of these methods rely on heuristics
and architectural features to ensure the learning of meaningful maps. Recently,
however, Lu et al. [21] use an estimated OT map as a reference to guide the
map learned by a GAN toward satisfying some task-specific properties. Our work
shares a similar motivation, but instead modifies the GAN objective in order to
compute the optimal map between its initial and target distributions.
On the theoretical side, OT provides tools for analyzing the training dynamics
of the generator. Lei et al. [19] characterize the update step of a generator in
Wasserstein GANs, and suggest that a GAN minimizing the 2-Wasserstein dis-
tance would enjoy desirable properties. More global descriptions of the generator’s
evolution throughout training are proposed by Bottou et al. [6]. In particular,
Wasserstein GANs are prone to follow W1-geodesics, which are not unique. On the
contrary, the W2-geodesics are unique [34, 3]. This is, in fact, a crucial ingredient
for characterizing the training dynamics of our W2-based GAN, as we discuss in
section 5.
3 Background
In this section, we state some basic notions from OT theory [34, 2] which will
be necessary for the rest of the paper. A more comprehensive presentation is
provided in Appendix A.4.
Optimal transport problem and Wasserstein distances Computing Wasser-
stein distances and optimal transport maps are two intrinsically related problems.
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When the point-wise cost function c in the Monge problem (1) is the Euclidean
distance raised to the power of a non-negative integer p, and the measures µ, ν
are absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure, the solution
to (1) corresponds to the p-th Wasserstein distance, denoted Wppµ, νq.4 We will
assume this form for c in the rest of the paper. In this case, it can be shown
that we recover the value of Wppµ, νq with a relaxed formulation of (1), which is
called the dual formulation of the Kantorovich problem:
sup
φ,ψPA˚
ż
xPX
φpxqdµpxq `
ż
yPY
ψpyqdνpyq,
A˚ :“ tpφ, ψq : Rd Ñ R | @x, y P X ˆ Y, φpxq ` ψpyq ď cpx, yqu. (2)
Each coordinate of a pair (φ, ψ) maximizing (2) is called a Kantorovitch
potential. We will refer to the constraint in the definition of A˚ as the c-inequality
constraint or simply the inequality constraint.
Relating Potentials to the Monge map An important property of W2 is
that we can relate the dual Kantorovitch solution φ to the Monge map T [7].
Specifically, T is unique and is determined by:
T “ I ´∇φ, (3)
where I is the identity. A detailed and more generalized statement of this rela-
tionship is given in Proposition (14) in Appendix A.4.
Geodesics in the space of probability measures Recall that W2 is a metric
over the space of absolutely continuous distributions on Rd [34]. A constant speed
W2-geodesic between two distributions µ and ν is a set Gpµ, νq “ tµtu0ďtď1 of
distributions such that µ0 “ µ, µ1 “ ν, and
@ 0 ď s ď t ď 1, W2pµs, µtq “ pt´ sqW2pµ, νq. (4)
In the W2 case, such geodesics are unique [34]. Moreover, we can explicitly relate
geodesics and Monge maps. Given the unique Monge map T between µ and ν,
the constant speed geodesic is given by µt :“ Tt#µ where Tt “ p1´ tqI ` tT .
4 W2GAN: Model Description
In this section, we introduce the W2GAN model in which the discriminator
computes the 2-Wasserstein distance. Let Px be the target distribution in R
m
and Pz be the input distribution in R
d. Here Pz does not necessarily refer to
a low-dimensional probability measure of standard GANs. In our experiments,
we consider the case d “ m and aim at finding an optimal map between Pz and
4 Rigorously, optimizing (1) with cost function cpx, yq :“ 1
p
}x´ y}p (where }.} denotes
the Euclidean norm) leads to W pp pµ, νq.
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Algorithm 1 W2GAN training method.
Require: Inequality constraint strength λ ą 0, Number of critic iterations ncritic.
Require: Initial parameters w0 of φ, v0 of ψ and θ0 of G.
while θ has not converged do
for t “ 1, ..., ncritic do
Sample mini-batch txpiqumi“1 „ Px and tzpiqumi“1 „ Pz.
LD Ð 1m
řm
i“1
”
φpGpzpiqqq ` ψpxpiqq ´ λLineqpφ, ψ, xpiq, zpiqq
ı
w Ð w `∇wLD
v Ð v `∇vLD
end for
Sample mini-batch tzpiqumi“1 „ Pz.
θ Ð θ `∇θ 1m
řm
i“1 φpGpzpiqqq.
end while
Px. The model is composed of two components: a generator G : R
d Ñ Rm, and
a discriminator pφ, ψq which is instantiated by two real parametric functions
defined on Rm.
For optimization purposes, the discriminator computes the 2-Wasserstein
distance using a regularized version of (2). We choose to use L2 regularization,
but one could use other penalties [10, 32, 5].5 The W2GAN discriminator’s
objective for computing W 22 pG#Pz, Pxq is given by:
sup
φ,ψ
Epz,xq„PzˆPx rφpGpzqq ` ψpxq ´ λLineqpφ, ψ, x, zqs ,
Lineqpφ, ψ, x, zq :“
ˆ
φpGpzqq ` ψpxq ´ }Gpzq ´ x}
2
2
2
˙2
`
,
(5)
where p.q` :“ maxp0, .q and λ is a scalar controlling the strength of the penalty
Lineq. W2GAN generator’s objective is defined as:
inf
G
Ez„Pz pφpGpzqq. (6)
The training procedure of W2GAN is detailed in Algorithm 1. In Appendix A.7
and A.8, we provide some possible extensions to W2GAN’s training objective
and parametrization.
5 Recovering a Monge Map with W2GAN’s Generator
In this section, we show that the W2GAN’s generator recovers a Monge map at
the end of training. Our theoretical analysis relies on characterizing the evolution
5 The same regularized approach is taken for the gradient penalty or Lipschitzness
of the discriminator of WGAN [16, 27]. This Lipschitzness constraint is in fact a
particular case of the general c-inequality constraint in the case of W1 [34]. Hence,
WGAN-GP relies on the exact same procedure: softening the hard constraint by
adding a penalty in the discriminator’s objective.
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of the generated distribution throughout training. We develop our analysis in
three sub-sections:
1. First, we introduce a parameter-free update rule for the generator, which
allows for a more direct connection with theoretical OT notions than the
usual parametric update rule.
2. Then we consider the generator’s evolution under some strong but informa-
tive assumptions. Namely, at each training iteration, we assume that the
discriminator is optimal and that the generator’s parametric update rule
is equivalent to the parameter-free update rule. With these assumptions in
place, we show that during training the generator follows the unique W2
geodesic between the initial and the target distributions, and as a result that
it recovers an optimal map at convergence.
3. Finally, we show that when we drop the assumptions above, the generated
distribution does not deviate much from the ideal trajectory.
Let us introduce some notations required for our analysis. Let Gθ : R
d Ñ Rm
be the generator function specified by the choice of a parameter θ. Thus, at
a each training iteration t P N, we denote the generator corresponding to the
current parameters θt as Gθt . We denote the discriminator at time t by pφt, ψtq.
Since the generator’s loss (6) depends only on φt, we will simply refer to φt as
the discriminator. Subsequent generator parameters θt, θt`1 are related through
the stochastic gradient descent update rule as follows:
θt`1 “ θt ´ αEz„Pz∇θtpφtpGθtpzqqq, (7)
where α ą 0 is the learning rate. Our goal is to characterize the following:
Definition 1. A training sequence of the generator is a sequence pGθ0 , Gθ1 , ...q
of generator functions specified by parameters pθ0, θ1, ...q and is induced by the
sequence of discriminators pφ0, φ1, ...q. For any t P N, θt`1 is obtained from θt
and φt using the update rule (7).
To disambiguate between random variables and their probability measures, we
define µθ :“ Gθ#Pz, i.e the probability measure of Gθpzq where z „ Pz. When
the context is clear, we shall also refer to the generated probability measures
pµθ0 , µθ1 , ...q as the training sequence of the generator.
We refer to the process that produces Gθt`1 from Gθt using (7) as the
parametric update rule. In order to connect the training sequence with OT
notions, dealing directly with this update rule is not convenient as it limits the
family of realizable generators. In the next paragraph, we explain how to device
a parameter-free generator function Gt`1 from Gθt via a functional update rule,
which is a parameter-free version of the parametric update rule. The function
Gt`1 should be thought of as Gθt`1 in the limit of infinite parametrization.
5.1 Defining the functional update rule
We want to have a notion of steepest gradient descent in a space of functions
rather than in the parameter space. This is the purpose of the functional update
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rule that produces a generator Gt`1 given a generator Gθt and a discriminator φt.
We derive this update rule using functional gradient analysis, similar to [36, 17].
Specifically, the update rule emerges from taking the derivative of the following
loss in the function space: L1pHq :“ Lpφt, H ˝Gθtq where H : Rm Ñ Rm. Observe
that L1pIq is simply the loss Lpφt, Gθtq of the generator, where I is the identity
on Rm. Intuitively, L1pHq is the loss given by the discriminator to the probability
measure H#µθt , which is a translation of the current generated distribution by
H. In order to find a direction that decreases the discriminator’s loss L1, we
need a notion of derivative of L1 at I. We appeal to Gateaux derivatives: given a
function h : Rm Ñ Rm, we consider the quantity6
lim
Ñ0
L1pI ` hq ´ L1pIq

“ lim
Ñ0Ez„Pz p
1

rφpGθtpzq ` hpGθtpzqqq ´ φtpGθtpzqsq
“ Ez„Pz r∇φtpGθtpzqqhpGθtpzqqs. (8)
Equation (8) shows that the direction h that maximally decreases the loss L1 is
´∇φt. Hence we define the functional update rule as follows.
Definition 2. Given a learning rate α1 ą 0, the functional update rule consists
in choosing the generator Gt`1 to be
Gt`1 “ Gθt ´ α1∇φt ˝Gθt .
The functional and parametric update rules are strongly related [36]. The para-
metric update rule, given a discriminator φt and parameter θt for the generator,
consists in finding θt`1 so that the generated distribution Gθt`1 will be as close
as possible to Gt`1. More precisely, Gθt`1 is the result of a parametric update
rule applied on a loss that forces the generator to be close to Gt`1. As a matter of
fact, fix α1 “ 1 and consider the loss minθ Ez„Pz}Gt`1pzq´Gθpzq}22. If we device
the update rule at θ “ θt using stochastic gradient descent with this loss, we
recover the parametric update rule (7). Because this loss and Lpφt, Gθtq provide
the same update rule, the resulting parametric generator Gθt`1 is close to Gt`1
according to the L2pPzq norm.
5.2 The generator’s training sequence in the ideal case
To obtain a strong connection between the theoretical notions of OT theory and
the actual training of the generator, we first assume that the generator function
is not limited by the parameter space and that the discriminator is optimal at
each training iteration. These assumptions are typically used when studying the
convergence of GANs [18, 23, 20].
Formally, we consider the following set of assumptions: (i) All generated
distributions µθt and the target distribution are absolutely continuous measures
with respect to the Lebesgue measure on Rm. (ii) The discriminator is perfect :
6 The last equality comes from the dominated convergence theorem. See [36] for more
details.
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at each time t ą 0 the discriminator φt is a Kantorovitch potential for the
Kantorovitch problem (2) between µθt and Px. (iii) The updates are ideal : the
parametric update is the same as the functional update taken with α1 “ α, i.e
for all t ą 0, Gθt`1 “ Gt`1.
The first assumption is technically needed for the optimal transport map
to be always uniquely defined. It may fail for the target distribution which can
have support on a low-dimensional sub-manifold of Rm and for the generated
ones whose supports are manifolds of dimension bounded by the dimension d of
the input space.7 On the other hand, we can always replace the distributions
at hand by arbitrarily close absolutely continuous distributions, hence making
this assumption more of a theoretical concern than a practical one. The other
two assumptions need a more careful treatment. In practice, the discriminator is
not perfect as it would mean it minimizes the loss (5) by ignoring the effect of
the inequality constraint. The assumption that the updates of the generator are
ideal is also a strong because the parametrization limits the space of realizable
functions. However, it remains informative to observe what happens under these
hypotheses.
With these assumptions in place, the following proposition shows that an
update of the generated distribution µθt “follows” the optimal transport map
joining µθt and Px.
Proposition 1. Given the generated distribution µθt at time t P N, the updated
distribution µθt`1 lies on the 2-Wasserstein geodesic joining µθt and Px, i.e
µθt`1 P Gpµθt , Pxq. Moreover, Gθt`1 “ p1 ´ αqGθt ` αTt ˝ Gθt where Tt is the
optimal transport map from µθt to Px.
8
Proposition 1 describes the local evolution of the generator. Together with
the uniqueness and description of W2-geodesics detailed in section 3, we can
characterize the global evolution of the generator.
Proposition 2. The training sequence is a subset of the W2-geodesic between
the initial distribution µθ0 and the target distribution Px, i.e. tµθ0 , ..., µθt , ...u Ď
Gpµθ0 , Pxq.
Furthermore, we can guarantee convergence of the training sequence toward the
target distribution.
Proposition 3. The distance W2pµθt , Pxq decreases exponentially fast. That is,
@t P N, W2pµθt , Pxq ď p1´ αqtW2pµθ0 , Pxq
As a results of the previous propositions, we show that the generator recovers
the Monge map T between µθ0 and Px.
7 This hypothesis is also standard in convergence analysis of GAN methods[25]. For
instance, absolute continuity is implicitly used in any GAN method whose discrimi-
nator relies on a KL divergence, for such a quantity not to be well-defined for non
absolutely continuous measures
8 We provide the proof of all propositions in Appendix A.3.
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Proposition 4. Denote T the optimal map between µθ0 and Px. There is a
decreasing function f : NÑ r0, 1s with fp0q “ 1 such that
@t P N, µθt “ pfptqI ` p1´ fptqqT q#µθ0
@t P N, Gθt “ pfptqI ` p1´ fptqqT q ˝Gθ0
Moreover, µθt (resp. Gθt) converges exponentially fast toward T#µθ0 (resp.
T ˝Gθ0) in the sense that fptq ď p1´ αqt.
The consequence of the proposition above is our desired result: the generator
recovers the Monge map T between the initial and target distributions, i.e
G8 “ T ˝Gθ0 , where G8 is the generator in the limit of an infinite number of
training iterations.
Remark 1. If the discriminator pφ, ψq were perfect, we could simply use it together
with the relationship (3), i.e T pxq “ x´∇φpxq, to approximate a Monge map.
Although this method performs reasonably well in low dimension (see Figure 3),
due to the non-ideal instantiation of the discriminator as a neural network, it
does not perform well in high-dimensional experiments. On the other hand, the
generator in W2GAN empirically efficiently recovers a Monge map as shown in
section 6. We believe this is because errors of the discriminators at each update
of the generator are cancelling each other. Moreover, the relationship (3) is more
likely to hold in practice near the end of training, when the generated and true
distributions are sufficiently close. In the next sub-section, we describe how much
an imperfect discriminator perturbs the generator’s trajectory.
5.3 Deviation from the ideal trajectory
In this section, we analyze the consequences of dropping the assumptions of perfect
discriminators and ideal updates of the generator. Specifically, we upper-bound
the deviation of the generated distribution from the W2-geodesic Gpµθ0 , Pxq with
respect to the distance between the sub-optimal discriminator (resp. generator’s
parametric update) and the perfect discriminator (resp. functional update).9 We
first bound the error induced by a sub-optimal discriminator.
Proposition 5. Given the generated distribution µθt , consider a discrimina-
tor φ and the potential φ˜ solving the Kantorovitch problem (2) between µθt
and Px,
10 such that }∇φ ´ ∇φ˜}8 ď . Let µθt`1 and µ˜θt`1 be two ideally up-
dated distributions, according to discriminators φ and φ˜ respectively. Then
W2pµθt`1 , µ˜θt`1q ď α?2 .
This result states that an error of  in the approximation of the gradient of a
Kantorovitch potential can result in a deviation of at most α?
2
of the generated
distribution from the geodesic Gpµθt , Pxq.
9 We analyze further the training sequence in the parameter space in Appendix A.2.
10 Notice that ∇φ˜ is uniquely defined by Eqn. 3 and uniqueness of the Monge map
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Next, we examine the additional deviation from the ideal trajectory that is
induced by a non-ideal update of the generator. Let }.}2 be the norm given by
the inner product on L2pPzq.
Proposition 6. For a given a time step t P N, let µθt`1 and µ˜θt`1 be the
generated distributions obtained from Gθt , φt using the parametric and functional
update rules, respectively. If }Gθt`1 ´Gt`1}2 ď 1 or }Gθt`1 ´Gt`1}8 ď 1 for
some 1 ě 0, then W2pµθt`1 , µ˜θt`1q ď 
1?
2
.
Finally, the total error of approximation can be bounded as follows.
Corollary 1. If (i) the discriminator φ satisfies }∇φ ´∇φ˜}8 ď , where φ˜ is
defined as in Proposition 5, and (ii) the parametric and functional updates Gθt`1
and Gt`1 with respect to φ satisfy }Gθt`1 ´Gt`1}2 ď 1 or }Gθt`1 ´Gt`1}8 ď 1.
then W2pµθt`1 , µ˜θt`1q ď α`
1?
2
where µ˜θt`1 is the ideally updated distribution
with respect to the perfect discriminator φ˜.
This corollary states that we can bound the deviation of the training sequence of
the generated distribution from the geodesic Gpµθt , Pxq when controlling the bias
induced by the parametric update and the non-optimality of the discriminator.
Since the W2GAN model is closely related to WGANs, a natural question is
whether we can adapt the previous analysis to the case of discriminators opti-
mizing W1 instead of W2. Unfortunately, unlike W2-geodesics, the W1-geodesics
between a fixed pair of absolutely continuous measures are non-unique. In the
Appendix A.5, we provide more details on how the difference between W1 and
W2 makes it difficult to adapt our argument.
6 Experiments
6.1 2-Dimensional Synthetic Data
We first consider learning optimal maps between synthetic datasets in 2-dimensional
space.11 Working with 2D data allows visualizing learned maps easily. Each
dataset is composed of samples from two distributions: Pz and Px, and we seek
to learn optimal maps from Pz to Px. three datasets (samples are shown in
Figure 1-(a)). The three datasets we consider are: (i) 4-Gaussians: Pz and Px
are mixtures of 4 Gaussians with equal mixture weights, where the mixture
centers of Px are closer to each other than those of Pz. (ii) Checkerboard: Pz
and Px are mixtures of uniform distributions over 2D squares, of size 4 and 5
respectively, with equal mixture weights. The mixture centers of the two distri-
butions form an alternating checkerboard pattern. (iii) 2-Spirals: Pz and Px
are uniform distributions over spirals that are rotations of each other. We show
in Figure 1-(b) the optimal map between data samples, obtained by applying
the optimal assignment algorithm between samples. We refer to this method as
11 Detailed experimental setup is provided in Appendix A.10 and code is provided in
https://github.com/jshe/wasserstein-2.
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(a) Data samples (b) Discrete-OT
Fig. 1: 2D data experimental settings. (a) 1024 data samples of Pz (magenta) and
Px (green) in 4-Gaussians, Checkerboard, 2-Spirals. (b) Optimal maps (black
arrows) with Discrete-OT between 200 samples from Pz and Px
Discrete-OT, and use it as a reference for evaluating optimal maps obtained by
various methods on these specific data samples.
We apply our proposed W2GAN model on these three datasets, where the
generator takes input samples from Pz and and maps them to Px. Note that we
first initialize the generator as an identity function.12 As baselines, we compare
with the following methods: (i) Barycentric-OT : a two-step algorithm for com-
puting optimal maps between continuous or discrete distributions introduced
by [32]. The algorithm is based on first computing a regularized optimal trans-
port plan, then estimating a parametric optimal map as a barycentric projection.
(ii) WGAN-GP [16], and (iii) WGAN-LP [27]. Both WGAN-GP and WGAN-LP
use the W1 metric as the discriminator’s adversarial objective, but differ in
the form of gradient penalty on the discriminator. We similarly initialize their
generators as identity functions.
We show in Figure 2 the performance of each of these models on the three
2D datasets. When compared to the Discrete-OT map in Figure 1-(b), we can
see that our proposed W2GAN can successfully recover the Monge map in all
three datasets. In comparison, Barycentric-OT performs mostly very well, but
we notice a clear collapse of the mapping in the case of 4-Gaussians. WGAN-
GP generally performs poorly, and we observe that training becomes especially
unstable as the generated distribution approaches Px, sometimes diverging from
a good solution. This happens even with more training of the discriminator and
smaller generator learning rates. WGAN-LP, on the other hand, matches the
performance of W2GAN in all three datasets.13 The fact this optimal map seems
to match the Monge map of the W2 case is surprising, because in theory there
are many W1 geodesics which the generator can follow. We think the bias of the
parameters makes WGAN-LP’s generator follow a specific geodesic.
We also verify our analysis that the local direction provided to the generator
is given by a perfect discriminator φ, i.e that φ is related to the Monge map
T according to Eqn (3). We can see in Figure 3 that the approximation of the
Monge map by φ is quite reasonable. This is especially interesting, given that φ,
12 We experiment with two methods for identity initialization: reconstruction and adding
a skip connection to output with small initial weights.
13 WGAN-LP clearly outperforms WGAN-GP, which can be unstable because the
gradient penalty in WGAN-GP can prevent the discriminator from converging [27].
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(a) Barycentric-OT (b) WGAN-GP (c) WGAN-LP (d) W2GAN (ours)
Fig. 2: Maps learned in three synthetic datasets (Figure 1) by Barycentric-OT,
WGAN-GP, WGAN-LP and our proposed W2GAN. The generator maps (with
gray arrows) samples z „ Pz (magenta) to Gpzq (red) such that it matches Px
(green).
(a) x´∇φpxq (b) φpxq (c) ψpxq
Fig. 3: The discriminator approximates the Monge map locally in W2GAN. (a)
Gradient direction provided by φ to the generator. (b-c) Heat-map of values of φ
and ψ over R2.
as well as ψ, are both real functions which are not explicitly trained to recover
the Monge map. Finally, Figure 4 shows the generator’s training sequence for
the checkerboard dataset. We see that the generated distribution evolves along
the optimal map.
6.2 High-dimensional Data
Next, we move to a more challenging setting where we learn optimal maps in
high-dimensional image data. We first consider the task of mapping samples of
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(a) step 500 (b) step 3000 (c) step 5500 (d) step 8000
Fig. 4: Evolution of the generator (top row) and the gradient it receives from
the discriminator φ (bottom row) through training. The generator starts as an
identity function, and is updated in the direction of Gpzq ´ ∇φpGpzqq (black
arrows) where z „ Pz(pink). The generator is following the W2-geodesic.
a 28 ˆ 28 multivariate Gaussian14 to MNIST, which was originally proposed
by [32], and compare with their method. We follow the exact experimental setting
of [32], where we use the same architecture for both W2GAN generator and their
Barycentric-OT. 15 Figure 5 shows the generated samples by our model and
the Barycentric-OT model. Qualitatively speaking, W2GAN seems to generate
much better MNIST samples, which confirms that it is a competitive method for
estimating the Monge maps in high dimensions.
In the second set of experiments, we apply our model to the unsupervised
domain adaptation (UDA) task, which is a standard experimentation setting for
evaluating large-scale OT maps [9]. We also follow the same experimental settings
of [32] for UDA across USPS and MNIST datasets. In UDA, we have labels in
one dataset (e.g. USPS) and our goal is to train a classifier which performs well
on the other dataset (e.g. MNIST) without having access to any training labels in
it. An optimal map is assumed to learn a map in the image space that preserves,
as much as possible, the digit identity.
Similar to [32], we evaluate the accuracy of different models using a 1-nearest
neighbour (1-NN) classifier. As a baseline, we train the classifier using USPS
(resp. MNIST) images, and test it on USPS (resp. MNIST) images. We compare
the classification accuracy of this naive model to the one obtained by both
our W2GAN model, Barycentric-OT, and WGAN-LP, where we train the 1-
NN classifier on the transferred images using labels from the source. We can
see in Table 1 that our model always achieves better results than Barycentric-
OT. We note that our baseline is slightly lower than that of [32], possibly due
to image-processing differences, and correspondingly, our implementation of
Barycentric-OT also achieves slightly lower accuracy. Even so, we can achieve
14 With mean and covariance matrix estimated with maximum-likelihood on MNIST
training data.
15 More experimental details can be found in the Appendix A.10.
14 J. Leygonie et al.
(a) MV-Gaussian inputs (b) Barycentric-OT outputs (c) W2GAN outputs
Fig. 5: Mapping MV-Gaussian to MNIST. (a) Samples from MV-Gaussian with
mean and covariance estimated from MNIST. (b) Corresponding samples from
Barycentric-OT. (c) Corresponding samples from our W2GAN model.
USPSÑMNIST MNISTÑUSPS
Source 33.31 70.05
Barycentric-OT: 60.50 77.92
Barycentric-OT; 58.68 63.48
WGAN-LP 59.34 81.71
W2GAN 67.89 80.02
Table 1: Accuracy of 1-NN classifier (in %) trained using source vs. transported
data. :From [32]. ;Our implementation.
higher accuracy with our model compared to the result reported in their paper.
The WGAN-LP baseline, on the other hand, is competitive with our W2GAN
model.
7 Conclusion
We believe this work offers a new perspective on GANs: a way to characterize
the dynamics of the generator during training, and as a main application, a
way to compute a Monge map. In W2GAN, the generator recovers an optimal
map between its initial and target distributions. To establish this, we connected
the generator’s training sequence, and especially the signal it receives from the
discriminator, with the W2 geodesics. Extending this analysis to other types of
GAN would be of great interest. In Appendix A.1, we raise other questions about
our model left for future work.
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A Appendix for Adversarial Computation of Optimal
Transport Maps
A.1 Remaining questions and future work
In the following we provide some future questions which are raised by our proposed
method and theoretical analysis:
‚ A crucial relationship used in our model is (3), relating an optimal map T
solving the Monge problem (1) with the Kantorovitch potential φ solving the
dual (2). We recall that this link is T pxq “ x´∇φpxq for any x in the support
of the initial distribution. In practice though, we get this potential by solving
a regularized version of the Kantorovitch problem, for instance (5) or (24). As-
suming for simplicity we deal with (5), we face a dual problem which basically
removes the hard constraint defining (2) by including a penalty term Lineq in
the main objective, the emphasis of which we control with the hyperparameter
λineq. Denoting φλineq the corresponding solution -which may be proven to be
unique up to translation- it seems to constitute a hard challenge to prove that
φλineq Ñ φ as λineq Ñ 0. The case of the entropy penalty, that is when we de-
fine the regularization Lineqpφ, ψq :“ ´Epx,yq„µˆνrexppφpxq`ψpyq´cpx,yqλineq qs has
been widely studied. In a discrete setting, the convergence might be obtained
as a result of [8], but their analysis does not straightforwardly scale to the
case of absolutely continuous probability measures. What we would find more
useful is to prove the convergence ∇φλineq Ñ ∇φ, as it would mean that our
approximation of the optimal transport map T using relationship (3) is valid.
Notice that the entropy regularized dual also admits a primal formulation,
which solution piλineq may be proven to converge in some sense to the unique
transport map pi solving (13). No similar results have been found about the
dual variables for the moment. Also, the case of other penalties as the L2
one remain open problems.
‚ In a similar fashion, it would enrich our analysis to have bounds on the
deviation from the ideal trajectory, the W2-geodesic, when we assume some
errors of approximation for the generator and the discriminator. In the same
way, how far is the final generated distribution from the Monge map in this
more realistic case?
‚ Another crucial theoretical need for strengthening our analysis would be to
deepen the parametric analysis A.2 and try to understand the trajectory of
the generated distribution in the parameter space more thoroughly. Ideally,
one would like to prove that this trajectory would be some projection of the
W2-geodesic in the space of parameters.
‚ In practice, what are the new possibilities enabled by the analysis of the
generator’s dynamic and the W2GAN model? First, it would be of interest
to characterize the dynamic of GANs relying of f -divergences in a similar
manner. In the Wasserstein-1 case, it is possible that knowing the generator
is learning an optimal correspondence could be useful in a domain transfer
situation, especially in high dimension where those models perform well. In
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particular, listing the different W1-geodesics and characterizing the ones that
are mainly followed by WGAN’s generators could be a great insight.
‚ On the other hand, as the W2GAN’s discriminator approximates the sec-
ond Wasserstein distance, it enables tackling the challenge of computing
Wasserstein barycenters of distributions [11]. In fact, it seems likely that an
adversarial and parametric method would perform well in the task of gener-
ating all Wasserstein interpolations between distributions in high-dimension,
a difficult problem addressed by [35] for instance.
A.2 Analysis of the parametric update rule
This section is dedicated to the analysis of the parametric update. [22] already
made the conjecture that a generator trained with the second Wasserstein distance
would have its parameters updated towards the direction of an optimal transport.
Let us prove their statement in the case of our model. In the following, Jf puq
denotes the Jacobian of a function f at point u. Let Gpθ, zq :“ Gθpzq be our
parametrized generator, which we assume to admit uniformly bounded derivatives
w.r.t both the parameters θ and z. Recall the notation µθ :“ PGθpzq “ Gθ#Pz
where Pz is the measure known beforehand on the input variable z. We consider
the context of alternating gradient descent with learning rate α ą 0 for the
generator. We naturally associate the fictive time variable t, so that we consider
the discrete update equation:
θt`1 “ θt ´ αBW
2
2 pµθt , Pxq
Bθ (9)
Proposition 7. At each generator update, we assume the discriminator φ, ψ to
achieve supφ,ψ V
˚pφ, ψ, µθ, Pxq “W 22 pµθ, Pxq where V ˚pφ, ψ, µθ, Pxq :“
ş
Rd
φpxqdP pxq`ş
Rd
ψpxqdPx is the value function of the dual Kantorovitch problem (2). Then (9)
admits a tractable form as:
BW 22
Bθ “ Ez„Pz pJ
T
φpGθpzqqpθqq “ Ez„Pz p∇θφpGθpzqqq
Moreover, the gradient ascent dynamics of the generator are linked to the optimal
transport map T solving (1) between µθ and Px as:
@z, Gpθt`1, zq “ Gpθt, zq
` αJGp.,zqpθtq ˆ Ez„Pz
´
JTGp.,zqpθtq ˆ rT pGpθt, zqq ´Gpθt, zqs
¯
` opαq (10)
In the above, we use the notation Gpθ, zq :“ Gθpzq to clarify where the derivatives
are taken. Equation (10) is close to the one conjectured in [22]. Following their
approach, for the sake of clarity, we consider the case where the input variable z
is a constant. Then we read (10) as
Gpθt`1, zq “ Gpθt, zq
`αJGp.,zqpθtqJTGp.,zqpθtq ˆ rT pGpθt, zqq ´Gpθt, zqs (11)
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In equation (10), the term T pGθtpz1qq ´ Gθtpz1q confirms that locally the
generator is updated toward the target distribution along the optimal map. But
now this term is weighted by a Jacobian and put under an expectation over the
input variable z. As observed by [22] it is difficult to understand the effect of
these additional terms.
A.3 Proofs of main text’s propositions
We here recall chronologically the different propositions of the main discussion
and give their proofs. A more detailed introduction to essential notions of Optimal
Transport theory that we need is given in the Appendix A.4.
For two fixed absolutely continuous measures µ and ν on Rm and two L2
functions f, g : Rm Ñ R denote by V ˚pf, gq the quantity ş
xPRm fpxqdµpxq `ş
yPRm gpyqdνpyq.
Proposition 8. Given the generated distribution µθt at time t P N, the updated
distribution µθt`1 lies on the 2-Wasserstein geodesic joining the current generated
distribution µθt and the target distribution Px, i.e µθt`1 P Gpµθt , Pxq. Moreover,
we can write Gθt`1 “ p1´ αqGθt ` αTt ˝Gθt where Tt is the optimal transport
map from µθt to Px.
Proof. We first prove the second part of the proposition. Because the update is
ideal
Gθt`1 “ Gt`1 “ Gθt ´ α∇φtpGθtq “ pI ´ α∇φtq ˝Gθt
The discriminator φt being perfect it is related to Tt via Tt “ I ´ ∇φt from
equation 3. Hence we obtain Gθt`1 “ p1´αqGθt`αTt˝Gθt . In terms of probability
measures, this writes
µθt`1 “ rp1´ αqI ` αTts#µθt
By the characterization of W2 geodesics for absolutely continuous measures we
thus have µθt`1 P Gpµθt , Pxq.
Proposition 9. The training dynamic is a subset of the W2-geodesic between
the initial distribution µθ0 and the target distribution Px:
tµθ0 , ..., µθt , ...u Ă Gpµθ0 , Pxq
Proof. We proceed by induction on t P N. Of course µθ0 P Gpµθ0 , Pxq. Assume
that for some t ě 0, tµθ0 , ..., µθtu Ă Gpµθ0 , Pxq and let us show that µθt`1 P
Gpµθ0 , Pxq. From the previous proposition, µθt`1 P Gpµθt , Pxq. Now we use again
the uniqueness of displacement interpolation between geodesics [34] and obtain
that µθt P Gpµθ0 , Pxq ñ Gpµθt , Pxq Ă Gpµθ0 , Pxq. This concludes the induction
step.
Proposition 10. The distance W2pµθt , Pxq decreases exponentially fast. That
is,
@t P N, W2pµθt , Pxq ď p1´ αqtW2pµθ0 , Pxq
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Proof. We proceed by induction. Assume W2pµθt , Pxq ď p1 ´ αqtW2pµθ0 , Pxq
for some t ě 0 and let us show that W2pµθt`1 , Pxq ď p1 ´ αqt`1W2pµθ0 , Pxq.
It is evidently enough to show that W2pµθt`1 , Pxq ď p1 ´ αqW2pµθt , Pxq. Let
Tt denotes the optimal map joining µθt and Px. Proposition 8 says that µθt “
rp1 ´ αqI ` αTts#µθt . For Tt to be the gradient of a strictly convex function
T´1t makes sense and we can consider the map T˜ :“ rp1 ´ αqI ` αTts ˝ T´1t .
By construction T˜#Px “ µθt`1 . Hence it is an admissible map for the Monge
problem between Px and µθt`1 . Let us compute its cost:ż
xPRm
cpx, T˜ pxqqdPxpxq “ 1
2
ż
xPRm
}x´T˜ pxq}22dPxpxq “ p1´ αq
2
2
ż
xPRm
}pT´1t pxq´xq}22dPxpxq
The right-hand side of the above is p1´αq2W 22 pPx, µθtq. We found an admissible
map T˜ with such a cost, so by taking the square root of the above and the infimum
over admissible map we obtain the desired W2pµθt`1 , Pxq ď p1´ αqW2pµθt , Pxq.
Lemma 1. We assume discriminators to be perfect and updates of the generator
to be ideal. Then for any integer t ě 0,
1. Gθt`1 “ Ht,t`1 ˝ Gθt where Ht,t`1 solves the Monge problem between µθt
and µθt`1 .
2. Denoting Tt,t`k the unique Monge map between µθt and µθt`k , we have
Tt,t`k “ Ht`k´1,t`k ˝ ... ˝Ht,t`1
Proof. From Proposition 8 Ht,t`1 exists and is written Ht,t`1 “ p1´ αqI ` αTt
where Tt is the Monge map between µθt and Px. From the fact that Tt “ I´∇φt,
Ht,t`1 “ I ´ α∇φt. Hence Ht,t`1 remains the gradient of a strictly convex
function on Rm and thus is a Monge map. By definition Ht,t`1#µθt “ µθt`1 and
thus the first point is proved.
To prove the second point, we focus on the case of the map Tt,t`2, the
argument extending by induction for arbitrary pTt,t`kqkPN˚ . From Proposition 9,
µθt`1 P Gpµθt , µθt`2q. From the paragraph about geodesics 3, Gpµθt , µθt`2q “ tp1´
βqI`βTt,t`2q#µθtu0ďβď1. Thus there is a β such that pp1´βqI`βTt,t`2q#µθt “
µθt`1 . Moreover, as in the previous point, pp1´ βqI ` βTt,t`2q is an optimal map
between µθt and µθt`1 . By uniqueness of Monge maps, p1´βqI`βTt,t`2 “ Ht,t`1.
From the structure of W2-geodesics this also implies that W2pµθt , µθt`1q “
βW2pµθt , µθt`2q, and thus that W2pµθt`1 , µθt`2q “ p1´ βqW2pµθt , µθt`2q.
As gradients of strictly convex functions, Monge maps are injective (in fact
invertible as we consider absolutely continuous measures which implies that
Monge maps are also surjective). It thus makes sense to consider the function
F :“ Tt,t`2 ˝H´1t,t`1 “ Tt`2 ˝ rp1´ βqI ` βTt,t`2s´1. By construction this is an
admissible map for the Monge problem between µθt`1 and µθt`2 , i.e F#µθt`1 “
µθt`2 . From [34], Monge maps are changes of variables thus we have:ż
yPRm
1
2
}F pyq´y}22dµθt`1pyq “
ż
xPRm
1
2
}F pp1´βqx`βTt,t`2pxqq´p1´βqx`βTt,t`2pxq}22dµθtpxq
“
ż
xPRm
1
2
}Tt,t`2pxq´p1´βqx´βTt,t`2pxq}22dµθtpxq “ p1´βq2
ż
xPRm
1
2
}Tt,t`2pxq´x}22dµθtpxq
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The right hand side of the above is exactly p1 ´ βq2W 22 pµθt , µθt`2q. Hence F
is the unique Monge map between µθt`1 and µθt`2 , i.e Ht`1,t`2 “ F . We have
proved that Ht`1,t`2 “ Tt,t`2 ˝H´1t,t`1 which is the desired equality.
Proposition 11. Denote T the optimal map between µθ0 and Px. There is a
decreasing function f : NÑ r0, 1s with fp0q “ 1 such that
@t P N, µθt “ pfptqI ` p1´ fptqqT q#µθ0
@t P N, Gθt “ pfptqI ` p1´ fptqqT q ˝Gθ0
Moreover, µθt (resp. Gθt) converges exponentially fast toward T#µθ0 (resp.
T ˝Gθ0) in the sense that fptq ď p1´ αqt.
Proof. We first prove the part of the proposition that concerns the generated
probability measures µθt for t P N. The fact that there exists a function f :
N Ñ r0, 1s with fp0q “ 1 such that µθt “ pfptqI ` p1 ´ fptqqT q#µθ0 for all
t P N is simply using the fact that µθt P Gpµθ0 , Pxq and the characterization
of W2-geodesics. For a given t P N, again by definition of a W2-geodesic, we
have W2pµθt , Pxq “ fptqW2pµθ0 , Pxq. Hence by proposition 10 f decreases and
we have the inequality fptq ď p1´ αqt.
We now address the part of the proposition that concerns the generator
function Gθt . From the lemma 1, we have Gθt “ Tt ˝Gθ0 where Tt is the unique
Monge map between µθ0 and µθt . By the above Tt “ pfptqI ` p1´ fptqqT q and
thus we are done.
The Figure 6 is a pictorial view of this result that shows how a generated
distribution evolves under the W2 loss.
Proposition 12. Given the current generated distribution µθt , consider a dis-
criminator φ such that }∇φ ´ ∇φ˜}8 ď , where ∇φ˜ is the gradient of a Kan-
torovitch potential φ˜ for the Kantorovitch problem (2) between µθt and Px. Let
µθt`1 and µ˜θt`1 be two ideally updated distributions, according to discriminators
φ and φ˜ respectively. Then W2pµθt`1 , µ˜θt`1q ď α?2 .
Proof. By the way ideal updates are constructed, we have µθt`1 “ Gt`1#Pz and
µ˜θt`1 “ G˜t`1#Pz where Gt`1 :“ pI ´ α∇φq ˝Gθt and G˜t`1 :“ pI ´ α∇φ˜q ˝Gθt .
Consider potentials pf, gq P A˚pµθt`1 , µ˜θt`1q. Then,
V ˚pf, gq “
ż
zPRd
fpGt`1pzqqdPzpzq `
ż
zPRd
gpG˜t`1pzqqdPzpzq
Unfolding the definitions, we rewrite the above as
V ˚pf, gq “
ż
zPRd
rfppI ´ α∇φqpGθtpzqqq `
ż
zPRd
gppI ´ α∇φ˜qpGθtpzqqqsdPzpzq
pf, gq P A˚pµθt`1 , µ˜θt`1q means that for any px, yq P pRmq2, fpxq`gpyq ď }x´y}
2
2
2 .
Hence,
V ˚pf, gq ď α2
ż
zPRd
}p∇φ´∇φ˜qpGθtpzqq}22
2
dPzpzq ď α
22
2
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Fig. 6: The time evolving generated distribution minimizing its 2-Wasserstein
distance with the true distribution X „ Px. The input space is fixed and we
denote it as Z „ Pz. Green arrows give the shape of the optimal transport map
T between the initial distribution Gp0, Zq and the true distribution X. During
training, Gpt, Zq does not follow an arbitrary path for converging toward X. It
follows the Wasserstein-2 geodesic between Gp0, Zq and X described by T.
where we used that }∇φ´∇φ˜}8 ď  in order to obtain the second inequality. Tak-
ing the supremum over all pf, gq P A˚pµθt`1 , µ˜θt`1q we obtain W 22 pµθt`1 , µ˜θt`1q ď
α22
2 .
Proposition 13. Fix a time step t P N. Denote µθt`1 and µ˜θt`1 the gener-
ated distributions obtained using the parametric and functional updates respec-
tively. If }Gθt`1 ´ Gt`1}2 ď 1 or }Gθt`1 ´ Gt`1}8 ď 1 for some 1 ě 0, then
W2pµθt`1 , µ˜θt`1q ď 
1?
2
.
Proof. Let pf, gq P A˚pµθt`1 , µ˜θt`1q. We have
V ˚pf, gq “
ż
zPRd
fpGt`1pzqqdPzpzq `
ż
zPRd
gpGθt`1pzqqdPzpzq
pf, gq P A˚pµθt`1 , µ˜θt`1q means that for any px, yq P pRmq2, fpxq`gpyq ď }x´y}
2
2
2 .
Hence,
V ˚pf, gq ď
ż
zPRd
}pGθt`1pzq ´Gt`1pzqq}22
2
dPzpzq ď 
12
2
where we used either }Gθt`1 ´Gt`1}2 ď 1 or }Gθt`1 ´Gt`1}8 ď 1 to device the
last inequality. Taking the supremum over all pf, gq P A˚pµθt`1 , µ˜θt`1q we obtain
W 22 pµθt`1 , µ˜θt`1q ď 
12
2 .
Corollary 2. If (i) the discriminator φ is such that }∇φ´∇φ˜}8 ď , where ∇φ˜
is as in Proposition 12 (ii) the parametric and functional updates Gθt`1 and Gt`1
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with respect to φ are such that}Gθt`1 ´ Gt`1}2 ď 1 or }Gθt`1 ´ Gt`1}8 ď 1.
then W2pµθt`1 , µ˜θt`1q ď α`
1?
2
where µ˜θt`1 is the ideally updated distribution
with respect to the perfect discriminator φ˜.
Proof. Denote µθt`1,φ˜ the ideally updated distribution with respect to the dis-
criminator φ. From Proposition 12, W2pµθt`1,φ, µ˜θt`1q ď α?2 . From Proposition
13, W2pµθt`1 , µθt`1,φq ď 
1?
2
. We can thus conclude by triangle inequality.
A.4 Results in optimal transport theory
We develop a bit more the materials of the background section, introducing the
same notions with more details in the same order.
Monge Problem Optimal transport (OT) theory [34, 2] introduces a natural
quantity to distinguish two probability measures. Given two probability measures
µ and ν on the euclidean space Rd, the original Monge problem is to find a
map T that “transports” the µ distribution on ν, and minimizes the cost of the
transport, which is point-wise defined by a fixed cost function c : Rd ˆRd Ñ R.
The value cpx, yq can be seen as the cost for transporting a unit from x to y. The
problem is summarized by:
inf
TPAT
ż
Rd
cpx, T pxqqdµpxq (12)
where AT is the set of all maps from Rd to Rd that respect the marginal ν, more
formally written as T#µ “ ν. The map T#µ is called the push-forward measure
of µ and is defined as T#µpAq “ µpT´1pAqq for any Borel set A P Rd. Figure
7 provides an illustration of the shape of an optimal transport map T solving (12).
Kantorovitch relaxation Unfortunately, problem (12) often does not admit
a solution as AT might be empty 16. To circumvent this issue, one considers the
so-called Kantorovitch relaxation of this problem:
Vcpµ, νq :“ inf
piPApµ,νq
ż
x,yPRd
cpx, yqdpipx, yq (13)
where Apµ, νq is the set of joint distributions whose first and second marginals are
equal to µ and ν respectively. The joint pi is called the transport plan between µ
and ν. If pi is deterministic — specifically, for any x, there is a unique y such that
pipx, yq ą 0 — then it is also a transport map as defined in the Monge problem. It
suffices to define such a map T pxq by the only y respecting pipx, yq ą 0. However,
we could instead consider pi to be a “one-to-many” transport plan: for each x,
16 For instance, let us take µ “ δ0 a dirac at 0 and ν :“ 12 pδ´1 ` δ1q a weighted sum of
diracs, both on real line. One can see that any map T would have to send 0 on either
´1 or 1, hence the constraint T#µ “ ν cannot hold
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(a) The discrete case. (b) The continuous case.
Fig. 7: The Monge problem. (a) A discrete example of the Monge problem (12)
for distributions in R2. The µ distribution consists in three equally weighted
diracs in x1, x2 and x3, while the ν one is represented by y1, y2 and y3 in the
same way. Black arrows denote the actual optimal transport map T. The green
arrows together also define a map from µ onto ν, but it is not optimal. (b) A
continuous example of the Monge problem (12). µ and ν are uniform distributions
on the blue and green ellipsoids respectively. The optimal transport map T is
defined for any point in the support of µ, and we see how it transports some
points onto ν’s support with the arrows.
there might be several y such that pipx, yq ą 0. While Monge’s development had
the problem of non-existence of the transport map, the Kantorovitch relaxation
Apµ, νq is never empty. In particular, it always contains the independent joint
distribution µ ˆ ν. In many situations, under mild assumptions on the cost
function c (semi-lower continuity and bounded from below), there always exists
a minimizer of (13), so that the infimum might be replaced by a minimum [2].
We distinguish between a transport map T achieving the minimum in (12) and a
transport plan pi minimizing (13). Note that for most applications, we are more
interested in obtaining an approximation of the optimal transport map than a
transport plan.
Dual of Kantorovitch One could also work with the dual of problem (13),
which is proven to lead to the same value Vcpµ, νq. We write this dual as:
sup
φ,ψPA˚
ż
xPX
φpxqdµpxq `
ż
yPY
ψpyqdνpyq
A˚ :“ tpφ, ψq : Rd Ñ R | @x, y P X ˆ Y,
φpxq ` ψpyq ď cpx, yqu
(14)
As in the main paper, we will also denote as V ˚pφ, ψq the value ş
xPX φpxqdµpxq`ş
yPY ψpyqdνpyq. A coordinate of a pair (φ, ψ) maximizing V ˚ is called a Kan-
torovitch potential. We refer to the constraint in the definition of (14) which
forces the sum of the potentials φ and ψ to be upper-bounded by the cost as the
c-inequality constraint or simply the inequality constraint.
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Wasserstein distances When the cost c is a distance, Vcpµ, νq exactly
matches the famous W1pµ, νq, which is called the first Wasserstein distance be-
tween µ and ν. When the cost c is a distance to a power of some positive integer
p, Vcpµ, νq1{p is denoted Wppµ, νq and is commonly called the pth Wasserstein dis-
tance. An important result is that these Wp distances are actually respecting the
axioms of a distance over (absolutely continuous) distributions [34], although one
should pay careful attention to the fact that equality between measures is meant
in an ”almost everywhere” sense. For the sake of simplicity, we will abusively
extend the term “Wasserstein distance” to any Vc, for any cost function c, even
though not all choices of c lead to Vc being a metric over probability distributions.
Computing Wasserstein distances The discriminator of the Wasserstein
GAN (WGAN) [4] computes the dual formulation (14), with ν being the “true”
distribution Px (defined by training examples) and µ being the “fake” distribution
G#Pz of the random variable Gpzq (defined by samples z drawn from the input
distribution Pz and then fed to the generator). In practice, the inequality con-
straint on potentials φ, ψ may be enforced by the addition of a constraint-violation
penalty term to the objective [16]. Although introduced for other reasons, [10]
proposed an efficient penalized version of (13) whose resulting optimization
problem is called the entropic-regularized optimal transport problem. We shall
only provide its dual form:
sup
φ,ψ
V ˚pφ, ψq ` λineqLineqpφ, ψq (15)
where Lineq penalizes pφ, ψq when they violate the inequality constraint:
Lineqpφ, ψq :“ ´Epx,yq„µˆν
„
exp
ˆ
φpxq ` ψpyq ´ cpx, yq
λineq
˙
(16)
Other penalties were theoretically explored by [5], including the widely used
L2-penalty [32]:
Lineqpφ, ψq :“ ´Epx,yq„µˆν
”
pφpxq ` ψpyq ´ cpx, yqq2`
ı
where p.q` :“ maxp0, .q. Objective (15) was shown to asymptotically recover the
value of (14) when λineq Ñ 0.
Due to its suitability for training parametric models such as neural network,
we exploit this optimization objective to compute Wasserstein distances Wp.
As it is provable [2] that the ‘differential’ of Wpp., νq with respect to its first
variable is ´φ (where φ is a Kantorovitch potential), we may conclude that a
GAN framework where the discriminator accurately computes (14) through (15)
provides a means of training a generative model.
The link between the Kantorovitch potentials and the Monge map
We pursue this section by exploring the relationship between optimal potentials
and optimal transport plans and maps. The goal is to recover an approximation
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of the solution of (12), namely an optimal transport map, given optimal solutions
of (14) (i.e. Kantorovitch potentials). There is the following well-known result
about the existence and uniqueness of the optimal map and its relationship to
Kantorovitch potentials [7] is:
Proposition 14. Let X “ Y “ Rm for some integer m. Fix p ě 2 and the cost
cpx, yq :“ }x´y}pp . Further assume µ, ν to be absolutely continuous with respect
to the Lebesgue measure on Rm. Then there is one unique optimal transport plan
pi solving (13). It is deterministic, that is it corresponds to an optimal transport
map T solving (12): pi “ pI ˆ T q. Also, the Kantorovitch potentials φ, ψ are
unique up to a translation and the following relation holds:
@x P supppµq, T pxq “ x´ }∇φpxq} 1p´1´1∇φpxq (17)
Finally, we recall a useful result for the converse question: given a function T
from Rd to itself and a probability µ, is T a Monge map between µ and T#µ?
In the case of the second Wasserstein distance, Brenier’s polarization theorem [7]
says this is true if T is the gradient of a strictly convex function. If T may be
written x´∇φpxq for some real function φ one can rephrase this condition as
}x}22
2 ´ φpxq is strictly convex. Such a φ is said to be c-concave. In particular, any
Kantorovitch potential φ is c-concave.
Geodesics in the space of probability measures Recall that W2 is a
metric over absolutely continuous distributions. Studying properties of this space
starts with the analysis of its geodesics. That is, for any given distributions µ and
ν, we look for constant speed paths described by µt such that µ0 “ µ, µ1 “ ν
and
@0 ď s ď t ď 1,W2pµs, µtq “ pt´ sqW2pµ, νq
Between a fixed pair pµ, νq, there exists a unique constant-speed W2 geodesic [34].
Given a Monge map T between µ and ν, the only constant speed geodesic is
given by µt :“ Tt#µ where Tt “ p1´ tqI ` tT . It is a remarkable fact, compared
with the case of the first Wasserstein distance, where the geodesics are eventually
in infinite number. This is one obstruction to conduct our analysis in the W1
case, and this is one reason we appeal to W2 instead of W1.
By (17), we can write T pxq “ x ´∇φpxq for any Kantorovitch potential φ
solving (14). Hence Ttpxq “ x´ t∇φpxq. In particular, this guarantees that tφpxq
is a Kantorovitch potential solving (14) for µ and µt “ Tt#µ.
A.5 Can Wasserstein GANs benefit from a similar analysis?
Our model is similar to GANs relying on the 1-Wasserstein metric, and one might
wonder why we do not use e.g WGAN, WGAN-GP or WGAN-LP as they achieve
state-of-the art performance in generative modelling. For the purpose of learning
an optimal map, this section is meant to explain why we cannot theoretically
rely on such models, at least by trying to adapt our analysis to the W1 case.
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Experimentally, however, as WGAN and its extensions rely on a similar objective
as W2GAN, they seem to be approximately following an optimal map – at least
in some cases. Let us enumerate what parts of the previous analysis do not apply
to the case of W1:
‚ The local analysis could actually be applied in a similar way. Recall that
local direction given to the generated distribution by the Wasserstein GAN
discriminator is ´∇fp.q where f is a (non unique) Kantorovitch potential in
the W1 case. It is true then that there exists an associated Monge map T
from the current distribution toward the true distribution. The relationship
between the map and the potential is T pxq}T pxq} “ ´∇fpxq [7]. Hence, we can
get the direction of an OT map thanks to the knowledge of the dual optimal
variable, but not its norm. Thus, locally, the generator is updated toward the
true distribution, and in the direction of the optimal map, but the magnitude
of the update step is impossible to obtain.
‚ Going from a local to global analysis is much more difficult in the case of
W1. Recall that in the case of W2, the main ingredient of the discussion was
the uniqueness of geodesics and their nice analytic description. In the case
of W1, there are eventually infinitely many geodesics. A great description of
this fact is available in [6]. Hence, while locally the discriminator may be one
among many Kantorovitch potentials, it is hard to decide whether globally
the generator follows a geodesic. Although this seems to be true as every local
direction is happening on geodesics, it would remain impossible to decide
which geodesic the generator is following. It would be of interest to describe
different kind of W1-geodesics and understand the ones that Wasserstein
GANs’ generators are prone to follow.17
In conclusion, while we might have a locally nice description of GANs relying
on W1, it remains challenging to obtain a global description. Nonetheless, low
dimensional experiments still suggest that their generators might recover a Monge
map at the end of training.
A.6 Proofs of Appendix’ propositions
Proof (proposition 14). This result is a particular case of a well-known correspon-
dence between Kantorovitch potentials and optimal transport map. In fact, when
the cost c is such that cpx, yq “ hpx ´ yq and h is strictly convex, one has the
existence and uniqueness of an optimal Monge map T solving (12) and a specific
relationship with the Kantorovith potential φ, ψ solving (14) [34, 31]:
T pxq “ x´ p∇hq´1p∇φpxqq
Fix p ě 2 and consider the case of the p-Wasserstein distance. Then cpx, yq “
hpx´ yq where hpxq :“ 1p}x}p. A norm is always convex by triangle inequality,
and any xÑ xp is strictly convex and increasing on R`, so the previous result
17 For the same reason it is also hard to solve the gradient flow of the W1 metric as we
do in the Appendix A.11 in the case of W2.
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provides the uniqueness of the optimal transport map T . It only remains to invert
the gradient of h. A quick calculation gives:
@y P Im∇h,∇h´1pyq “ }y} 1p´1´1y
as we supposed the norm to be the euclidean one. Plugging this into the first
expression, we obtain the desired result.
Proof (proposition 7).
Proving the first part of proposition 2 is exactly similar as the way it is done
for the Wasserstein-1 case in [4]. We recall that the main ingredients of the proof
is first to convey an envelop theorem to obtain that
∇θW 22 pµθt , Pxq “ ∇θEz„Pz rφpGpθ, zqqs
and second to use a dominated convergence argument to invert the expectation
and the gradient operator in the right-hand side of the above.
For the second part of the proof, we rewrite the gradient ascent equation (9) for
the generator parameter θ:
θt`1 “ θt ´ α∇θW 22 pµθt , Pxq
“ θt ´ αEz„Pz r∇θφpGpθt, zqqs
“ θt ´ αEz„Pz rJTφpGpθt,zqqpθtqs
“ θt ´ αEz„Pz rpp∇φpGpθt, zqqqTJGp.,zqpθtqqT s
“ θt ´ αEz„Pz rpJGp.,zqpθtqT∇φpGpθt, zqqs
(18)
Therefore, for a fix input variable z0,
Gpθt`1, z0q “ Gpθt ´ αEz„Pz rJGp.,zqpθtqT∇φpGpθt, zqqs, z0q (19)
Then by first order Taylor expansion:
Gpθt`1, z0q “ Gpθt, z0q ´ αJGp.,z0qpθtqEz„Pz rJGp.,zqpθtqT∇φpGpθt, zqs ` opαq
(20)
We conclude using the hypothesis that φ is maximizing the dual of Kan-
torovitch and is related to an optimal map T through (17).
A.7 Extensions to the W2GAN training objective
In the following, we discuss two possible extensions to the discriminator’s train-
ing objective inspired by optimal transport theory. We consider the two ran-
dom variables X „ µ and Y „ ν in Rm to be discriminated by φ, ψ. In our
applications, X is the generated distribution Gpzq and Y is the true distribu-
tion Px. In both cases the discriminator objective is divided into two parts.
First, a main objective LOTpφ, ψ,X, Y q :“ EpφpXq ` ψpY qq which corresponds
to the dual of the Kantorovitch problem. Second, the inequality constraint
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Lineqpφ, ψ,X, Y q :“ ´λineqErpφpXq ` ψpY q ´ }X´Y }
2
2
2 q2`s. One could prefer an
other choice of regularization such as the entropy penalty. In any case the overall
objective for the discriminator is:
sup
φ,ψ
LOTpφ, ψ,X, Y q ` Lineqpφ, ψ,X, Y q
The first idea is to take advantage of relation (17), which we know to be true
between an optimal potential φ and an optimal map T . In fact, optimal transport
theory asserts that the inequality constraint should be exactly saturated where
there is some transport [34]:
Theorem 1. Consider any lower-semicontinuous cost function c and a optimal
transport plan for (13), and Kantorovitch potentials φ, ψ for (14). Then,
@x, y, px, yq P suppppiq ùñ φpxq ` ψpyq “ cpx, yq (21)
In our case, that is when the cost is a pth power of the euclidean distance, we
know from Proposition 1 than an optimal transport plan is actually an optimal
transport map T , and we dispose of a relationship with the corresponding
Kantorovitch potential φ. Hence an immediate consequence of the above for the
case of the square of the euclidean distance is:
Corollary 3. For the Kantorovitch problem (12) related to cpx, yq :“ }x´y}222 ,
that is the computation of the second Wasserstein distance, given Kantorovitch
potentials φ, ψ:
@x P supppµq, φpxq ` ψpx´∇φpxqq “ }∇φpxq}
2
2
2
(22)
Thus we suggest enforcing our discriminator to abide by relation (22). Notice
that the previous corollary admits an exact symmetric relationship involving the
gradient of ψ. This is done by adding the following penalty during training:
Leqpφ, ψ,X, Y q :“ ´λeq
«ˆ
φpXq ` ψpX ´∇φpXqq ´ }∇φpXq}
2
2
2
˙2
`
ˆ
φpY ´∇ψpY qq ` ψpY q ´ }∇ψpY q}
2
2
2
˙2ff
(23)
We call it the c-equality penalty term as it tries to enforce the dual functions
to saturate to c-inequality constraint at the right locations. Hence the overall
objective of the discriminator is:
sup
φ,ψ
LOTpφ, ψ,X, Y q ` Lineqpφ, ψ,X, Y q ` Leqpφ, ψ,X, Y q (24)
Remark 2. It is interesting to bridge this objective with the one used in GAN
relying on the first Wasserstein distance. In WGAN-GP, the discriminator is asked
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to have gradient exactly equal to 1. Translating that into the optimal transport
theory, it is tantamount to have potentials φ, ψ saturating the c-inequality. That
is, this gradient penalty term is similar to our Leq. Importantly though, [27]
raised the fact that it is not a valid practice according to theory to ask the
gradient norm of the discriminator to be 1 everywhere. Instead, WGAN-LP is
a model where the gradient’s norm is enforced to be less than 1, which is then
translated into optimal transport perspective as potentials φ, ψ respecting the
c-inequality. Their penalty term is thus similar to our Lineq. Our model takes
advantage of the two forms. The difference is that our Leq is completely justified
-at least because it enforces a relationship which is true at optimum- thanks to
the theory existing in the W2 case.
A second modification concerns the way we encode the penalty enforcing the
inequality constraint to be respected by φ, ψ. In fact, we modify Lineq in order
to bring it closer to the theory. Looking at the definition of A˚pµ, νq, the set of
constraint of the dual of Kantorovitch problem (14), we see that the c-inequality
constraint should be respected point wise everywhere in the ambient space where
the distributions are defined. Instead, the entropy regularization or the L2 one
only enforce it for pairs x, y that live in the supports of the two distributions. We
want to reduce this bias by somehow enforcing the inequality on a broader set. It
is sufficient that the potentials respect the inequality constraint point wise on a
convex compact set Ω containing the support of the two distributions. Hence we
suggest enforcing it on the convex envelop of the two supports: Ω :“Conv(supp(µ)Ť
supp(ν)). To do so, we define two i.i.d random variables X˜ and Y˜ which follow
the same law as X ` p1´ qY where  „ Upr0, 1sq. Hence the overall objective
for φ, ψ is:
sup
φ,ψ
LOTpφ, ψ,X, Y q ` Lineqpφ, ψ, X˜, Y˜ q ` Leqpφ, ψ,X, Y q (25)
Remark 3. This interpolation idea has already been used in GANs relying on the
first Wasserstein distance, such as WGAN-GP and WGAN-LP in their gradient
penalty. This practice was more motivated by better results. Here we provided a
theoretical argument in favor of such practice. On the other hand, models trying to
broaden GANs to higher order Wasserstein distances and/or to compute optimal
transport map [30, 32, 29] in a similar manner only enforced the constraint on
the support of the distributions.
A.8 An alternative parameterization for φ and ψ
An intuitive way of parameterizing φ and ψ is to simply replace φ and ψ with
two neural networks of the same architecture. A potential downside we found
practically is that this parameterization tends to be unstable. An alternative
reparameterization is to replace ψpY q with ´φpY q ` pY q where both φ and 
are neural networks. This reparameterization and the property that
@y P Rm, φpyq ` ψpyq ď cpy, yq
2
“ 0 ùñ pyq ď 0,
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Algorithm 2 W2GAN with D “ pφ, ψq and L2-regularization.
Require: Hyperparameters λeq, λineq, λ, ncritic, B, p.
Require: Initial parameters w0 of φ, v0 of ψ and θ0 of G.
while θ has not converged do
Initialize generator and discriminator losses LD,LG to 0.
for t “ 1, ..., ncritic do
Initialize losses LOT, Leq and Lineq to 0.
for i “ 1, ..., B do
Sample real data x, x1 „ Px, input variable y, y1 „ PGpzq and 1, 2 „ Upr0, 1sq.
LOT Ð LOT ´ 1B pφpxq ` ψpyqq
Leq Ð Leq` λeqB prφpxq`ψpx´∇φpxqq´ }∇φpxq}
2
2
2
s2`rφpy´∇ψpyqq`ψpyq´
}∇ψpyq}22
2
s2q
x˜Ð 1x` p1´ 1qy, y˜ Ð 2x1 ` p1´ 2qy1
Lineq Ð Lineq ` λineqB pφpx˜q ` ψpy˜q ´ }x˜´y˜}
2
2
2
q2`
L Ð L ` λB pyq2`
end for
LD Ð LOT ` Lineq ` Leq ` L
Update the parameter w of pφ, ψq with respect to LD via SGD.
end for
LG Ð LOT.
Update the parameter θ of G with respect to LG via SGD.
end while
which yields the additional regularizer:
Lpφ, ψ,X, Y q “ ´λ
„
pY q2`

. (26)
We found this parameterization to be particularly useful for high-dimensional
data settings.
A.9 Training algorithm with additional regularizers
In algorithm 2, one can choose to use the equality constraint as an additional
constraint for the discriminator. One can also use the interpolation method, or
any method of sampling in Appendix A.7. In the pseudo-code presented, we
combine all methods but discarding some of the additional losses Leq or L
amounts to setting the hyper parameters λeq or λ to 0.
A.10 Implementation Details and Architecture
Below we describe the implementation details of our experiments.
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2D Setting For the 2D synthetic data experiments, the learning rate used for
Barycentric-OT is 0.005 (although we did not notice that the learning rate influ-
enced the solution quality significantly). For the GAN experiments, learning rates
were chosen from the set t0.00001, 0.0005, 0.00005, 0.00001u. For the Wasserstein-
based GANs, the number of discriminator updates per generator update is chosen
from the set t5, 10, 20u. This is set to 1 in the Jensen-Shannon based GAN by
default. λgp for both WGAN-LP and WGAN-LP is set to 10, following their
conventions. For W2-OT and W2GAN, we set λeq “ λineq “ 200.To enforce that
Gθ0pzq “ z, we parameterize G by Gpzq “ Hpzq ` z, where Hpzq is initialized
to be close to 0. H is parameterized by 4 fully connected hidden layers of size
128, with ReLU activations and batch norm in between the layers, and 1 fully
connected final layer. φ and ψ are each parameterized by 2 fully connected layers
with ReLU activations in between, and 1 fully connected final layer.
Multivariate Gaussian to MNIST Setting In this experiment, MNIST
images are kept at their original size of 28 ˆ 28 and pixel values are re-scaled
to be in r´1, 1s. For Barycentric-OT, we use the same architecture as [32]. We
searched over λ P t0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 5u, and use the ADAM optimizer with
learning rate“ 0.0002 and β1 “ 0.5, β2 “ 0.999 for both the dual variables and
the mapping. We run the experiment with a batch size of 64 for 200, 000 iterations
for each phase.
For W2GAN, to enforce thatGθ0pzq is close to identity, and thatGpzq P r´1, 1s
we reparameterize G by Gpzq “ 2 ¨Hpzq ` zclip where zclip is z clipped to be in
r´1, 1s and tanh is used as the final activation layer of H. We use the same archi-
tecture as barycentric-OT with the addition of BatchNorm in between the layers
of the generator. Specifically, the architecture for our model is FC(28˚28 Ñ 1024)-
BN-RELU-FC(1024 Ñ 1024)-BN-RELU-FC(1024 Ñ 28˚28)-Tanh for H in the
generator, and FC(28˚28 Ñ 1024)-RELU-FC(1024 Ñ 1024)-RELU-FC(1024 Ñ
1) for both φ and  in the discriminator. We note that in the high dimen-
sional setting, better training stability and image quality is achieved by using
both Leq and L which complement Lineq in enforcing the constraint. We set
λineq “ λeq “ λ “ 10 and use the ADAM optimizer with learning rate “ 0.0001
and β1 “ 0.5, β2 “ 0.999 for both the generator and the discriminator. We ran
the experiment for 100, 000 iterations with a batch size of 64.
Unsupervised Domain Adaptation Setting The USPS dataset consists of
16ˆ 16 grayscale images of digits, with significantly less training and testing data
(7291 train and 2007 test images). The MNIST digits are rescaled to 16ˆ 16 to
match the USPS digits, and the grayscale pixels in both datasets are scaled to be
in r´1, 1s. For this set of experiments, we use the same architecture as [32] for
Barycentric-OT, and choose the best model between using entropy regularization
and L2 regularization and λ P t0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 5u. We use the ADAM
optimizer with learning rate“ 0.0002 and β1 “ 0.5, β2 “ 0.999 for both the dual
variables and the mapping. We ran the experiment for 20, 000 iterations for each
phase with a batch size of 1024.
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For W2GAN, to ensure that Gθ0pzq is identity and that Gpzq P r´1, 1s, we
reparameterize G by Gpzq “ 2 ¨Hpzq ` z where the last activation layer of G
is tanh. we use similar architecture as the previous experiment for our model.
Specifically, the architecture is FC(16˚16 Ñ 200)-BN-RELU-FC(200 Ñ 500)-BN-
RELU-FC(500 Ñ 16˚16)-Tanh for H in the generator, and FC(16˚16 Ñ 200)-
RELU-FC(200 Ñ 500)-RELU-FC(500 Ñ 1) for both φ and  in the discriminator.
We use the same optimizers and hyperparameters as experiment above.
A.11 Continuous analysis of the generator’s evolution
We here strengthen the argument that during training, the generated distribution
µθ is following the ”line” defined the optimal transport map between its initializa-
tion µθ0 and the target distribution Px. As in the previous discussion, we assume
the discriminator pφ, ψq to compute exactly the squared second Wasserstein
distance W 22 pµθ, Pxq, i.e. we suppose it is trained infinitely many times at each
update of the generator, and we forget about the bias induced by the c-inequality
constraint being encoded in the objective as a penalty (informally, we assume
λineq “ 0). We again look at the evolution of the generated distribution in the
case of ideal updates in the space of probability measures. The difference in
this case is that we consider α Ñ 0, thus writing Gpt, Zq as a time-dependent
random variable where G is in the space of L2 functions and t is a fictive time
variable. In this case we may equivalently work on the corresponding generated
probability distribution of interest, which we denote as µt :“ µθt . Then our
generated distribution evolves according to the gradient flow
9µt “ ´∇W 22 pµt, Pxq. (27)
One would need to introduce the definition of gradient flow in the space of
probability measures, in particular the notion of real functions’ gradient with
respect to probability measures and velocities of time-dependent measures in
order to fully express the meaning of the above. We refer to [3] for a comprehensive
overview. We can refine (27) thanks to [3] and obtain:
9µt “ Tt ´ I (28)
where Tt is the unique optimal transport map solving (1) between µt and Px.
According to the gradient flow (28), locally, we recover that the generated
distribution evolves towards Px by following the Wasserstein-2 geodesic. In fact,
this is a global behaviour, from [3]:
Theorem 2. Denote T the optimal transport map between µ0 and Px. Then we
have that the gradient flow solving (27) is uniquely determined:
µt “ re´tI ` p1´ e´tqT s#µ0 (29)
Hence a consequence (also from [3]) is that the generated distribution evolves
exponentially fast towards Px:
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Corollary 4.
@t ě 0,W 22 pµt, PXq “ e´2tW 22 pµ0, Pxq (30)
The evolution in (29) suggests that the generated distribution follows the
Wasserstein-2 geodesic between µ0 and Px. That means the training dynamic of
the generator ”draws” the optimal transport map between µ0 and Px. At the end
of training, the generator Gp8, .q provides a certain optimal transport map. For
each z, the ’arrows’ joining Gp0, zq and Gp8, zq together constitute the optimal
map. Figure 6 helps visualizing this analysis.
